consilium 1

Enterprise Application Development & Integration:
Multi-Tenant Application Solution
When most people think of IT solutions, creativity isn’t always the first
thing that comes to mind. But when it came to architecting a simple,
yet groundbreaking solution for our Fortune 10 healthcare client,
our creativity and ingenuity led the way. | Problem solved.

Our Healthcare client operates as an intelligent network of solutions that improves clinical communication, accelerates
care delivery, and drives cash collection by connecting patients, providers, pharmacies, payors and financial
institutions. They possess unique channel strength across key segments and support quality care improvements and
reduced administrative costs across the healthcare industry. As a neutral partner, they operate in an open network
environment, offering connectivity and interoperability among all organizations, systems and solutions.
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Our client’s environment was challenging
for the following reasons:

The consilium1 team delivered a
groundbreaking and innovative solution:

Our innovative solution delivered
for the client:

n 150 websites set up primarily to

n c1 created a multi-tenant

n Significantly reduced costs to create,

process patient payments and
information were created individually
as single-tenant instances.

n Due to the single-tenant structure,

global web changes were exceedingly
time-consuming. Any change that
needed to be reflected throughout
all of the pages needed to be input
separately for each individual website.

n Ineffective design necessitated

excessive, highly-skilled, and costly
support and maintenance resources.

environment accessible through
a single web portal.

n Innovative portal application created

an environment where each website
could dynamically populate from a
stored database. Through the portal,
global changes could be instantly
implemented and reflected across all
sites.

support, and maintain websites.

n Scalable solution could more easily

support additional clients and users.

n On-boarding process for new clients

transformed from weeks into hours.

n User-friendly portal allowed our client

to re-allocate highly skilled resources
to more strategic work.

n Easy-to-use portal allowed employees

with no web development skills to
make secure changes instantly.

n The on-boarding process for new

clients was lengthy and arduous.
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For more information about c1, visit consilium1.com, call us 1-866-631-5494, or contact us at sales@consilium1.com.

